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Abstract. There is a recurrent debate in the scholarly literature on interpreting 
studies: are interpreters made or born? While classical interpreting schools 
state that great interpreters are born and that formation and development is of 
a secondary importance, the newest publications on this topic place a much 
greater stress on the formation and development of interpreting abilities, 
skills, and competences. The latest results also challenge several ideas 
and stereotypes concerning the personality and attitudes of interpreters. 
This article outlines the position and situation regarding Hungarian 
interpreters in Romania with a special regard to the legal framework, and 
to the present state of professional training. The study also discusses why 
interpreters of Hungarian are much more likely to be born in Romania, 
and not made, (a factor that hinders the professionalization of Hungarian 
INTERPRETERS IN2OMANIA	 %QUALLY SIGNIlCANT ARE THE LEGISLATIVE LOOPHOLES
which enable untrained individuals to perform interpreting activities (even 
ECONOMICACTIVITIES	THERESULTOFWHICHISASIGNIlCANTLYPOORERIMAGEOF
THEPROFESSIONANDALOWERINGOFTHEQUALITYOFWORKITPRODUCES7EALSO
give a short overview of the translation and interpreting programmes. As the 
majority of the Hungarian population in Romania reside in Transylvania, we 
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1. Are interpreters born or made? Short overview of the 
literature
Interpretation is regarded as a special form of translation, preceding written 
translation and in fact writing itself (see Pöchhacker 2004: 9). Although 
INTERPRETINGISUSUALLYDElNEDASORALTRANSLATIONTHISDOESNOTINCLUDEALLTYPES
of interpreting, for example sign interpreting. The experts suggest that the most 
important viewpoint in distinguishing translation from interpretation is its 
immediacy, as the source-language text (written, oral, or signed) is transmitted 
“here and now” (vid. Pöchhacker 2004: 10). Another important differentiation 
criterion is the availability of the source text: while the translator has the source 
TEXTAVAILABLEINSOMElXEDFORMALLOWINGHIMHERTOREFERBACKTOITANINTERPRETER
GETSONLYONEATTEMPTATPRODUCINGTHETARGETTEXT+ADEQTDBY3CHÉFFNER	
The debate regarding nature or nurture has been long present in the scholarly 
literature, as several scholars and researchers hold different views on the skills 
needed by interpreters in performing their task. The literature features two main 
MODELSREGARDINGMAINLYCONFERENCE	INTERPRETERShTHEACQUIREDSKILLSMODELAS
OPPOSEDTOTHEINBORNABILITIESMODELv+OPCZYĚSKIn+OWALUK	-OST
scholars consider these two models to be mutually exclusive.
One of the most important representatives of the born-not-made school of 
thought was Nida, while Healey supported the made-not-born approach (Gile 
2009: 7). Popular thought and – as our study presented below also shows – even 
that of translators and interpreters is more in favour of the inborn-abilities model: 
AN INTERPRETER ISlRST AND FOREMOST BORN TO BE AN INTERPRETERWITHPERSONALITY
traits such as extroversion, good social skills, sometimes an exhibitionist, self-
CONlDENCEOUTSTANDINGMEMORYSKILLSQUICKREACTIONTIMEGOODCONCENTRATION
abilities, good presenting skills, etc. (Válóczi 2010: 29).
The professionalization of interpreting brought about a shift in perspective 
regarding the need for training, and the latest literature on interpreting includes 
publications and studies supporting the made-not-born approach.
&OREXAMPLETHERESULTSOF+OPCZYĚSKIAND+OWALUKSARTICLESHOWTHAT
“trained interpreters have mastered some strategies which allow them to deal 
WITHTHETASKMORESATISFACTORILYCOMPAREDTOUNTRAINEDBILINGUALSv+OPCZYĚSKIn
+OWALUK	ANDTHESEARECONSISTENTWITHTHECRITERIAOFTHEACQUIRED
skills model. However, they conclude that interpretation talent does exist, as 
hSOMEPEOPLEAREMOREGIFTEDTHANOTHERSv+OPCZYĚSKIn+OWALUK	
The website of the International Association of Conference Interpreters features 
THEFOLLOWINGANSWERTOOURQUESTION
It takes training, practice, a professional attitude, and enough determination to 
STAYTHECOURSEFORACAREERASAPROFESSIONALINTERPRETER!CQUAINTANCEWITHMANY
foreign languages and cultures is simply not enough. Before you can begin to 
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WORKASAPROFESSIONALYOUMUSTMASTERINTERPRETATIONMETHODSANDTECHNIQUES
by attending an appropriate university-level course. You do not necessarily have 
to be brought up speaking many languages to become an interpreter. Nowadays, 
MOSTOFTHOSEWHOBECOMEINTERPRETERSHAVEACQUIREDTHEIRFOREIGNLANGUAGESBUT
TOAVERYHIGHLEVELOFPROlCIENCY1
In his 2009 book on interpreter and translator training, Gile concludes that “while 
CERTAIN@NATURALAPTITUDESAREPREREQUISITESTOHIGHQUALITYTRANSLATIONnESPECIALLY
literary translation – or to simultaneous interpreting, it makes little sense to challenge 
the idea that guidance into Translation can be useful, be it for the purpose of helping 
natural talents unfold and develop or for instruction in technical procedures (…) 
ANDINTHEACQUISITIONOFLINGUISTICANDEXTRALINGUISTICKNOWLEDGEv'ILE	
Gile also states that while formal training is not mandatory for would-be 
translators in the 21st century, it can perform at least two very important functions: on 
the one hand, formal training can help individuals wishing to become professional 
translators or interpreters “enhance their performance TO THE FULL REALIZATION OF
THEIRPOTENTIALvWHILEONTHEOTHERHANDITCANPROVIDEAMORERAPIDACQUISITION
OFSKILLSTHANTHROUGHlELDEXPERIENCEANDSELFINSTRUCTION'ILE	
In the following, we present the status of Hungarian translators and interpreters 
in Romania, the legal framework, a number of training programmes as well as 
the results of a survey conducted among Hungarian translators and interpreters 
working in Romania regarding their views and opinions on the most important 
problems and issues of the profession in this context.
2. The status of the Hungarian sworn translators and 
interpreters in Romania
2.1. Translation and interpretation: lack of professional differentiation
Before attempting a detailed discussion of the legislation regarding sworn 
translators and interpreters, it is important to stress that authorization bodies 
do not acknowledge the underlying differences between the two occupations or 
PROFESSIONS VID'REEREn4ŌTARU 'REERE 	 )N THE FOLLOWING ) AIM TO
PRESENTTHESCALEOFDIVERSIlCATIONOFTHETWOPROFESSIONSINABOTTOMUPSENSE
lRST)DEALWITHTHECLASSIlCATIONOFOCCUPATIONSTHENWITHTHENOMENCLATUREOF
ECONOMICACTIVITIESANDlNALLYWITHTHELEGISLATIONINFORCE
Romanian market practices show an awareness of the fact that “translation 
and interpreting are two different professions, entailing two distinct sets of 
COMPETENCESANDBEINGPERFORMEDBYDIFFERENTSPECIlCALLYTRAINEDINDIVIDUALSv
'REERE	!CCORDINGLYTHE#LASSIlCATIONOF/CCUPATIONSIN2OMANIA
1 HTTPAIICNETPŔ1LASTACCESSEDON!PRIL	
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includes several occupations in interpreting and translation. These occupations 
form two conceptual groups from the point of view of our research: one represents 
the different interpretation activities: 264302 – )NTERPRET (‘interpret’), 226602 
– )NTERPRET ÓN LIMBAJMIMICOGESTUAL n STUDIIMEDII (‘sign language interpreter 
– secondary education’), 235202 – )NTERPRET ÓN LIMBAJMIMICOGESTUAL n STUDII
SUPERIOARE (‘sign language interpreter – university degree’), 264303 – )NTERPRET
RELAňIIDIPLOMATICE (‘interpreter in diplomatic relations’), while the other group 
includes translation-related occupations: 343517 – 4RADUCŌTOR n STUDII MEDII 
(‘translator – secondary education’), 264306 – 4RADUCŌTOR n STUDII SUPERIOARE 
(‘translator – university degree’), and 264307 – Translator (‘translator’).2
4HE NOMENCLATURE OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES THE STATISTICAL CLASSIlCATION OF
economic activities) in Romania differentiates the two types of activities (written 
and oral translation, where interpreting is conceptualized as the latter), and the 
two activities receive one NACE code (7430 – !CTIVITŌňIDE TRADUCERESCRISŌŊI
ORALŌINTERPREňI	 ‘written and oral (interpreting) translation activities’).3
Legal stipulations also address the two professions as one: Law 178/1997 
regarding the activity of translators and interpreters, employed by “legal 
authorities including the Ministry of Justice, courts and tribunals, notary public 
OFlCES AND ATTORNEYSATLAW DO NOT DISTINGUISH IN ANY WAY BETWEEN THE TWO
professions” (Greere 2010: 792), as throughout the text of the legal document 
‘and/or’ is used between the word translator and INTERPRETER
2.2. Legislation and authorization
According to the present legal stipulations and procedures in Romania, there 
ARE TWO DISTINCTIVE PROCEDURES IN OBTAINING AN OFlCIAL PROFESSIONAL STATUS FOR
translators and interpreters.
The Ministry of Justice authorizes translators and interpreters to work for legal 
AUTHORITIESTHE-INISTRYCOURTSANDTRIBUNALSNOTARYPUBLICOFlCESANDATTORNEYSAT
LAW4HISAREAOFOCCUPATIONSUGGESTSANEEDFORSPECIlCTRANSLATIONANDINTERPRETATION
skills and competences; however – as discussed below –, in most situations, this is 
not the case. The Ministry of Justice also lists professional translators and interpreters 
adding up more than 36,600 authorized translators, including more than 1,400 
translators and interpreters with Hungarian as (one of) their working language(s).4 It 
is important to mention that it is not known how many of them are active.
2 Although the occupations of TRADUCŌTORand translator are differentiated, there is no description 
whatsoever of their activities, and thus it is not clear why there is a need for this distinction.
3 HTTPCODURICAENINFODElNITIE!CTIVITATIDETRADUCERESCRISASIORALAINTERPRETI	HTML
(Last accessed: 13 March 2014)
4 The list of authorized translators: http://www.just.ro/MinisterulJusti%C8%9Biei/
Listapersoanelorautorizate/Interpretisitraducatoriautorizati/tabid/129/Default.aspx (last 
accessed on 26 March 2014).
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According to the stipulations of Law 178/1997, translators and interpreters 
authorized by the Ministry of Justice must be available for the Superior Council 
of Magistracy, the Ministry of Justice, the High Court of Cassation and Justice, the 
Public Prosecution Service, the National Anticorruption Directorate, the criminal 
investigation authorities, the courts, notaries public, lawyers and bailiffs; thus, 
it can be stated that it is “focused on procedures that are applicable in contexts 
WHERE AUTHORIZED TRANSLATORS AND INTERPRETERS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE LINGUISTIC
transfer of communication instances with legal value” (Greere 2010: 794). The 
law also stipulates that the institutions and legal entities enumerated above can 
only employ translators and interpreters who are professionally prepared and 
have an authorization issued in their name by the Ministry of Justice.5
!UTHORIZATIONISISSUEDBASEDONANAPPLICATIONlLESUBMITTEDTOTHE-INISTRY
of Justice (by dossier), after which the applicant is issued an authorization which 
covers translation and interpreting from and into the foreign language it was 
REQUESTEDFOR4HECONDITIONSOFREQUESTAREDISCUSSEDBELOW
4HE SECOND PROCEDURE OF OBTAINING A TRANSLATION CERTIlCATE IS BY A TESTING
procedure organized by the Ministry of Culture for different domains and special 
languages. This is available for graduates of undergraduate non-language degrees, 
WHOWISHTOOBTAINTHEIRCERTIlCATIONASTRANSLATORS
!S 'REERE 	 STATES AUTHORIZATION IS CONSIDERED BY MANY AN OFlCIAL
professional recognition by Romanian authoritative bodies and by the society as a 
whole: there are several biases in Romania regarding translators, according to which 
hANAUTHORIZATIONISTHEONLYINDICATOROFQUALITYANDONLYTHEHOLDEROFSUCHAN
authorization is a professional” (Greere 2010: 791). Such attitudes seem to determine 
all aspects of professional activity having a distinctive mark on the way lay people, 
other professionals, and those belonging to the profession see themselves.
In the following, I wish to discuss the authorization process as well as the 
CONSEQUENCESOFTHISLAXPROCEDURETHEQUESTIONSIMPLIEDBYTHELAWONAUTHORIZED
and sworn translators and interpreters belonging to national minorities (with a 
SPECIALREGARDTOTHE(UNGARIANMINORITY	THEmAWSPRESENTINTHEAUTHORIZATION
procedure and the text of the law, the aspects of linguistic rights, language 
ideologies and (cultural) biases behind the authorization procedure as well as 
the status of the authorized translators and interpreters form the professional 
point of view.
2.3. The process of authorization from the point of view of national 
minorities
The conditions of issuing the authorization by the Ministry of Justice (besides the 
eligibility conditions regarding citizenship, capability of performance, the lack of 
5 u0ERSOANEATESTATEÓNPROFESIEŊIAUTORIZATEDE-INISTERUL*USTIňIEIv!RT,AW	
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a criminal record, as well as the professional and social recognition) include the 
following criteria of attesting the language skills needed:
4HEAPPLICANTHOLDSANUNDERGRADUATELANGUAGEDEGREEOREQUIVALENT	INA
foreign language (Philology and Applied Modern Languages alike) for which (s)
HEREQUESTSAUTHORIZATIONOR
4HEAPPLICANTHOLDSANUNDERGRADUATEDEGREEOREQUIVALENT	CERTIFYINGTHAT
(s)he graduated from a university programme organized in the foreign language 
FORWHICHS	HEREQUESTSAUTHORIZATIONOR
4HEAPPLICANTHOLDSACERTIlCATEOREQUIVALENT	WHICHSHOWSTHATS	HEIS
the graduate of a high school with tuition in a foreign language or in the language 
OFTHENATIONALMINORITIESALANGUAGEFORWHICHS	HEREQUESTSAUTHORIZATION	OR
4HEAPPLICANTHOLDSATRANSLATIONCERTIlCATEISSUEDBYTHE-INISTRYOF#ULTURE
INTHELEGALDOMAINBASEDONWHICHS	HEISCERTIlEDTOTRANSLATEFROM2OMANIAN
INTO A FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND BASED ON WHICH S	HE REQUESTS AUTHORIZATION TO
translate from the foreign language into Romanian.
It is important to stress that if the above conditions are met, the authorization 
is automatically issued by the Ministry of Justice “without having tested or 
VERIlED INANYWAY THEDISTINCTIVECOMPETENCES REQUIREDv 'REERE	
except for the last situation; nevertheless, the testing procedure is conducted by 
the Ministry of Culture and not by the Ministry of Justice.
Based on the above, a major conclusion can be drawn vis-á-vis translators and 
interpreters authorized and working in Romania, with a special regard to those 
BELONGINGTOTHENATIONALMINORITIESASAPPLICANTSAREONLYREQUIREDTOATTESTTHEIR
foreign language skills (proving Romanian language skills are not mentioned, 
AS IT ISNOT REQUIREDATALL	 IN THECASEOF TRANSLATIONAUTHORIZATIONS ISSUEDBY
the Ministry of Justice the A language of every applicant is considered to be 
Romanian. It is no exaggeration to state that in the light of the legislature in 
force every person who wishes to become an authorized translator – or more 
importantly, from the point of view of our study, an authorized interpreter – is 
supposed to be a native speaker of Romanian, with the Romanian language as 
his/her mother tongue.
The same idea is supported by the fact that the authorizations include only 
the “foreign languages” they are issued for (in the case of an English–French 
translator in Romania, only the English and the French languages), Romanian 
being the “default language” of translations and interpreting activities.
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2.4. Professionalization or not? Challenges and downsides
2OMANIANLANGUAGETEACHING
According to the 3rd criterion above, anyone who has graduated from high school 
with tuition in any foreign language or in the language of a national minority can 
apply for an authorization of translation. As a result, several issues arise from the 
point of view of the Hungarian minority in Romania.
The Inter-Institutional Committee for Translation and Interpretation states that 
h4HE!LANGUAGEISONENATIVETONGUEOREQUIVALENT	WHICHTHEINTERPRETERMASTERS
perfectly, and into which he/she is capable of interpreting consecutively and 
simultaneously from all his/her B and C languages. In exceptional cases, an interpreter 
may have two A languages.”6 Although many Hungarians living in Romania declare 
themselves to be balanced bilinguals, in a survey conducted in 2004, only 0.8% 
declared themselves speakers of Romanian at the mother-tongue level.7
Romanian language teaching for the national minorities is still a highly debated 
topic in Romania. It is a fact that in the case of the Hungarian majority regions the 
teaching of the Romanian language has proven to be ineffective (or even a failure), 
ANDTHISISSUPPORTEDBYTHEPOORRESULTSOBTAINEDATNATIONALTESTS#ONSEQUENTLY
it has been a heated debate whether to continue teaching it as a mother tongue 
– which has proven not to be useful and successful in the Romanian language 
ACQUISITIONOF(UNGARIANMINORITYPUPILSnORTEACHITAS,ORFOREIGNLANGUAGE
which has stirred heated arguments among the Romanian majority.
Because of the failure of Romanian language teaching for Hungarian pupils in 
Romania, it is important to stress that very few of the Hungarian mother-tongue 
pupils who graduate from a high-school with tuition in the Hungarian language 
have the necessary language skills to perform translation and interpretation, 
let alone any special training, to be able to make a living from this activity. 
However, as Greere (2010) also states, “many language graduates8 will seek out 
the authorization whether they intend to become translators or not, transforming 
translation into a safety net rather than a profession” (Greere 2010: 793).
(UNGARIANnNATIONALMINORITYLANGUAGEORFOREIGNLANGUAGE
Article 1 of Law 178/1997 stipulates that translators and interpreters in Romania 
translate from and into foreign languages (into Romanian and from Romanian 
– as a default).9 4HEQUESTIONOF LINGUISTIC RIGHTS ARISES AGAIN AS ACCORDING TO
6 HTTPEUROPAEUINTERPRETATIONDOCLANG?PROlLES?IN?DEMANDPDF ,AST ACCESSEDON-ARCH
2014).
7 On the bilingualism of Romanian Hungarians, see Horváth 2005.
8 And, in our case, graduates of high-schools with tuition in minority languages.
9 hxINTERPREňIŊITRADUCŌTORIPENTRUEFECTUAREATRADUCERILORÓNŊIDINLIMBISTRŌINEv!RTICLEOF
Law 178/1997).
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the text of this particular law the languages of national minorities in Romania 
are conceptualized as foreign languages as well, which is not in harmony with 
several other legal documents. For example, Law 1/2005, the Law of National 
Education differentiates between three groups of languages when discussing 
possible tuition: the Romanian language, worldwide spoken languages, and 
national minority languages.10 This mirrors a completely different point of view 
ANDATTITUDElRSTANDFOREMOSTNATIONALMINORITYLANGUAGESAREACCEPTEDASTHE
MOTHERTONGUEOFTHEMINORITYINQUESTION(OWEVERTHEIDEOLOGYBEHIND,AW
178/1997 considers Romanian to be the mother tongue of any Romanian citizen 
wishing to become authorized as a translator/interpreter, while the national 
minority languages are considered to be foreign languages.
This issue is of a paramount importance. For example, the regulation governing 
ADMISSIONS AND LANGUAGE CLASSIlCATION OF THE )NTERNATIONAL !SSOCIATION OF
Conference Interpreters states that the interpreters work into their native 
languages (their A languages) in both modes of interpretation, simultaneous and 
consecutive.11 From this point of view, it is important for a Hungarian mother-
tongue interpreter to have Hungarian recognized as his/her mother-tongue, and 
NOTTOBEEXPECTEDTOPERFORMHIGHQUALITYINTERPRETINGINTOALANGUAGEOFWHICH
(s)he does not have a perfect command.
Besides the problems it raises regarding linguistic rights, this ideology has 
ANOTHERCONSEQUENCERELATEDTOTHEQUALITYOFTRANSLATIONASWELLASTHEPROFESSIONAL
acceptance of the occupation: in many cases, Hungarian mother-tongue translators 
ANDINTERPRETERSLACKTHELANGUAGESKILLSTOPRODUCEHIGHQUALITYTRANSLATIONAND
INTERPRETINGINTO2OMANIAN!SACONSEQUENCETHEIRPROFESSIONALACCEPTANCEIS
PROBLEMATIC REGARDLESSOF THEHIGHQUALITY TRANSLATIONS THEYMAYPRODUCE INTO
their mother-tongue or the high command they have of other foreign languages.
One need not forget that the Ministry of Justice issues authorizations to employ 
translators and interpreters in legal procedures, which are carried out in the 
language of the state, and thus it must be accepted that the Romanian language skills 
AREAPREREQUISITEINTRANSLATINGANDINTERPRETINGINTHELEGALDOMAIN(OWEVER
the issues raised and discussed above serve to stress the fact that the current 
PROCEDUREALTHOUGHITDEMANDSITDOESNOTGUARANTEEHIGHQUALITYTRANSLATIONOR
interpreting in legal contexts. Amendments to this procedure are strongly called 
for, and one of them is the issue of attesting Romanian language skills.
10 http://www.utcluj.ro/media/documents/2013/10._LEGE_nr1_actualizata.pdf (last accessed on 
28 March 2014).
11 http://aiic.net/page/49 (last accessed on 28 March 2014).
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4ACITACCEPTANCEOFTHELACKOFSPECIALIZEDTRAINING
The second important conclusion that arises from the above presented conditions 
SPECIlCALLYCONDITIONNUMBER	ISTHATANYGRADUATEWHETHEROFABILINGUALHIGH
school or establishment offering tuition in the language of national minorities, 
CANIFTHEYHOLDACERTIlCATE	REQUESTAUTHORIZATION4HISIMPLIESTHATTHEREISNO
need for any specialized training in order to work for the Ministry of Justice or 
any other legal authorities in Romania as a translator or interpreter. It is important 
to stress from our perspective that whoever graduates from a high-school with 
tuition in Hungarian intending to become a Hungarian sworn translator and 
interpreter (as the Romanian language is the “default” language), and to perform 
translation and interpreting between Romanian and Hungarian, can do so, as – 
INTHELIGHTOFTHECURRENTLEGISLATIONnTHEREISNOREQUIREMENTTOCERTIFYSPECIAL
knowledge, translation or interpreting skills, or even general linguistic abilities, 
(not to mention issues of special languages and terminologies).
This is, however, unacceptable from the point of view of the profession. In the 
latest literature on translation and in the professional practice, it is increasingly 
common to see translation and interpreting as a process not unlike that of 
preventive medical intervention, as the translator/interpreter needs to anticipate 
the factors potentially threatening correct interpretation and minimize them (vid. 
"LUM+ULKAQTDBY2OBIN	
That is why Chesterman (2001) has proposed the introduction of the so-called 
Hieronymic Oath (similar to the Hippocratic Oath), which, on the one hand, 
would serve the recognition of the profession and would help distinguishing the 
professional (and sworn!) translators from amateurs, while, on the other hand, 
providing ethical guidelines for the profession. However, under the current 
regulations, none of the above seems to be important.
Criterion number 4 includes the conditions regarding legal translations 
(TRADUCŌTORPENTRUSPECIALITATEAŊTIINňEJURIDICE); however, this refers only to the 
recognition and supplementation of the authorizations issued by the Ministry 
of Culture based on an exam in legal translation. It is of particular interest that, 
while the Ministry of Culture organizes translation exams in several professional 
languages (e.g. for arts, chemistry, medical language, physics, geography, IT, 
ECONOMICSSOCIOLOGYETC	THE-INISTRYOF*USTICEONLYRECOGNIZESTHECERTIlCATES
issued for the legal professional language, not the others. This brings to the fore 
ANOTHERINCONSISTENCYWHILETHEGRADUATIONDIPLOMAACQUIREDINTHELANGUAGEOF
NATIONALMINORITIESWHERETHELEVELOFACQUISITIONOFSPECIALIZEDLANGUAGESISHIGHLY
QUESTIONABLE	 is accepted by the Ministry of Justice as the legal base for issuing 
TRANSLATIONCERTIlCATES THECERTIlCATESOFPROFESSIONAL TRANSLATIONGRANTEDBY THE
2OMANIAN-INISTRYOF#ULTUREBASEDONEXAMSFREQUENTLYPRECEDEDBYSPECIALIZED
languages, terminology, and special text editing training) are not recognized.
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Nevertheless, the responsibility of sworn translators and interpreters is great: in 
THECASEOFCERTIlCATESISSUEDBYTHE-INISTRYOF*USTICETHEAUTHORIZEDPERSONSn
as we have previously mentioned – need to be constantly available to the judicial 
BODIES7ITHINDAYSOFTHEISSUINGOFTHECERTIlCATETHETRANSLATORSINTERPRETERS
AREREQUIREDTOREGISTERATTHEDISTRICTCOURTOFTHEIRPERMANENTRESIDENCEBASEDON
which registration the competent judicial authorities can apply for their services. 
If the translator/interpreter refuses to collaborate and to offer services twice 
WITHINONEYEARORIFACUSTOMERNOTIlESTHE-INISTRYOF*USTICEINWRITINGCALLING
INTOQUESTIONTHETRANSLATORSINTERPRETERSPROFESSIONALABILITYTOFULlLTHETASK
THE-INISTRYHASTHEPOWERTOWITHDRAWTHECERTIlCATEUNDERPARAGRAPHD	ANDE	
of Article 6 of Law 178/1997.
3. Professional training of (Hungarian) translators 
and interpreters in Romania with special regard to 
Transylvania
3.1. Faculties and institutions with departments for the training of 
translators and interpreters in Transylvania
The training of translators and interpreters in Romania is organized in two 
different types of departments established at various faculties within several 
public and private universities: departments of applied modern languages and 
departments of translation and interpreting studies. According to Appendix 
.O  OF THE 'OVERNMENT 2ESOLUTION ON THE APPROVAL OF lELDS OF STUDY AND
specializations/study programmes, the structure of higher education institutions 
for the academic year 2014/2015 and approval of titles conferred to undergraduate 
education graduates enrolled in the academic years 2011/2012, 2012/2013, and 
2013/2014, the students graduating from applied modern languages programmes 
receive a bachelor’s degree in Applied Modern Languages, while those graduating 
from translation and interpreting studies programmes receive a bachelor’s degree 
in Philology. However, based on both of these degrees, an authorization can be 
issued by the Ministry of Justice.
!STHEAIMOFTHISSTUDYISTOTRACETHEDIFlCULTIESTHE(UNGARIANTRANSLATORSAND
interpreters face in their process of professionalization, we do not deal with all 
Romanian universities that offer translator/interpreter training; we include only 
those faculties and institutions that have departments dedicated to the training of 
translators and interpreters in Transylvania, as the vast majority of the Hungarian 
population lives in this region of the country.12
12 7EOPERATEWITH THEPRESENTDAYWIDERMEANING ANDDElNITIONOF4RANSYLVANIAWHICH ALSO
INCLUDESTHEHISTORICALREGIONSOF#RIŊANA-ARAMUREŊANDTHE2OMANIANPARTOF"ANATSEEEG
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In the following, we include a list of institutions training translators and 
interpreters in departments and programmes of applied modern languages:
"ABEŊn"OLYAI5NIVERSITY#LUJ.APOCAPUBLICUNIVERSITY	n&ACULTYOF,ETTERS
– Department of Applied Modern Languages
4RANSILVANIA5NIVERSITYOF"RAŊOVPUBLICUNIVERSITY	n4HE&ACULTYOF,ETTERS
– Department of Theoretical and Applied Linguistics
4HE7EST5NIVERSITYOF4IMIŊOARAPUBLICUNIVERSITY	n&ACULTYOF,ETTERS
History and Theology
 h6ASILE 'OLDIŊv 7ESTERN 5NIVERSITY OF !RAD PRIVATE UNIVERSITY	 n 4HE
Faculty of Humanities, Political and Administrative Sciences 
5. “Lucian Blaga” University, Sibiu (public university) – The Faculty of Letters 
and Arts
 0ETRU -AIOR 5NIVERSITY OF 4ÈRGU-UREŊ PUBLIC UNIVERSITY	 n &ACULTY OF
Sciences and Letters
7. North University of Baia Mare (public university) – Faculty of Letters 
 4IBISCUS 5NIVERSITY OF 4IMIŊOARA PRIVATE UNIVERSITY	 n 4HE &ACULTY OF
Journalism, Communication and Modern Languages – the specialization is no 
longer available.
Faculties and institutions with specialist departments for the training of 
translators and interpreters in Transylvania, within Departments of Translation 
and Interpreting Studies:
1. “1 Decembrie 1918” University, Alba Iulia (private university) – The Faculty 
of History and Philology
3APIENTIA(UNGARIAN5NIVERSITYOF4RANSYLVANIAPRIVATEUNIVERSITYSPECIlC
STATUTE	n&ACULTYOF4ECHNICALAND(UMAN3CIENCES4ÈRGU-UREŊ
In the following, we present the most relevant data regarding the aims and 
curricula of the departments that organize BA programmes to train translators 
and interpreters. Most of the information is based on the documents and texts 
published on the websites of the different faculties and departments. Our analysis 
includes only BA programmes because – as presented above – there is no need to 
hold an MA degree to become a sworn translator and interpreter in Romania. We 
also provide a short presentation of the only MA programme in translation and 
interpreting that offers training in the Hungarian language.
$EPARTMENTSOF!PPLIED-ODERN,ANGUAGES
"ABEŊn"OLYAI5NIVERSITY#LUJ.APOCAn&ACULTYOF,ETTERS$EPARTMENTOF
Applied Modern Languages)
The department was established in 1991. Its main scopes are connected to the 
lELDOFSTUDYWITHTHESAMENAMEANDAREDElNEDBYSEVERALSPECIlCFEATURES
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/603323/Transylvania).
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it is multilingual, multidisciplinary and is built on its own language policy, 
in accordance with the fundamental principles of the AILEA Charter (Chart 
)NTERNATIONALEDES,ANGUES±TRANGÑRES!PPLIQUÎES	)TOFFERSACOURSEINATLEAST
TWOLANGUAGESBOTHATANEQUALHIGHLYPROFESSIONALLEVEL	THESUBJECTSARETAUGHT
mainly in one of the foreign languages and are associated with a broad package 
OFAPPLIEDDISCIPLINESINTHElELDOFSTUDY!PPLIED)NFORMATICSAND-ULTIMEDIA
Economics, Management, Marketing, Public Relations, Law, Accounting and 
International Relations.
The language regime is identical to the one adopted by all the universities 
training professional translators and interpreters: A = native language (in the case 
of Romanian lines of study, it is the Romanian language), B = English or French, C 
= English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, and Russian. Language D is optional 
ANDREQUIRESANINTENSIVECOURSEOFSEMESTERSINALANGUAGEOTHERTHAN%NGLISH
or language B or C. This specialization forms and develops higher-level skills 
in general and specialized translation, terminology, multilingual professional 
communication, linguistic and cultural mediation, applied informatics and 
multimedia, text editing and revision, economics, accounting, marketing, 
management, law, public relations, and international economic relations. Internship 
ISREQUIREDINPARTNERCOMPANIESRECRUITMENTBEINGBASEDONTHESPECIlCSKILLS
gained at the Department of Applied Modern Languages Post Graduation Diploma: 
General Translator, Specialist in Professional Multilingual Communication.
The BA programme offers 4 semesters of “initiation in simultaneous/consecutive 
translation”; however, based on the syllabi on the website, only two of them 
include actual interpreting training and practice. This is almost exclusively done 
within the MA programme of the department: European Masters in Conference 
Interpreting.
4RANSILVANIA5NIVERSITYOF"RAŊOVn4HE&ACULTYOF,ETTERSn
(Department of Theoretical and Applied Linguistics)
The website lists the following under the heading of competences to be developed 
BYTHEPROGRAMMEACQUISITIONOFLINGUISTICSTRUCTURESOFTHETWOFOREIGNLANGUAGES
included in the study programme; understanding of the grammatical system of 
THE LANGUAGES STUDIEDWITHIN THE FRAMEWORKOF THEPROGRAMME ACQUISITIONOF
FUNDAMENTAL COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES SPECIlC TO THE LANGUAGES INVOLVED IN
THE PROGRAMME ACQUISITION OF THEMAIN THEORIES REGARDING TRANSLATION FROM A
foreign language into the native language of the student, as well as the ability 
to communicate effectively in both foreign languages featured by the study 
programme. 
The short description of the programme includes the following: the Applied 
Modern Languages study programme (French–English, German–English) is 
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structured on three basic components: i) fundamental disciplines (contemporary 
modern language, terminology), ii) specialized disciplines (theory and practice 
of translation, French/English/German cultural studies, specialized language, 
communication strategies, business correspondence), iii) supplementary 
disciplines (general economy, applied informatics, European integration and 
community institutions, modern language). In the second year of study, the 
programme incorporates optional disciplines; students can also choose a 
pedagogical module that would support a teaching career. The description also 
PRESENTSCAREEROPPORTUNITIESGRADUATESCANlNDJOBSASSPECIALIZEDCONSULTANTS
secretaries, researchers, translators/interpreters, experts, civil servants, etc.
4HE7EST5NIVERSITYOF4IMIŊOARAn&ACULTYOF,ETTERS(ISTORYAND
Theology
The specialization in Applied Modern Languages within this faculty was 
established in 2005, and it prepares specialized translators. Graduates will have 
gained skills in the following languages: English, French, German, Spanish 
(advanced), and Russian, Serbian, and Croatian (intermediate), as well as Italian 
and Portuguese (as optional modern languages).
h6ASILE'OLDIŊv7ESTERN5NIVERSITYOF!RADn&ACULTYOF(UMANITIES
Political and Administrative Sciences
According to the faculty website, the mission of the Modern Languages Department 
-,$	ATTHEh6ASILE'OLDIŊv7ESTERN5NIVERSITYOF!RADISTOPROVIDEnTHROUGH
the study programmes and services offered – the assimilation and in-depth study 
of foreign languages in a European context. Through its educational offer, the 
department focuses on the development of communicative abilities and skills, 
and provides courses in the theory and practice of translation, interpretation and, 
of course, culture and civilization. All these elements are designed to guide the 
students on their way to achieving personal and professional excellence. The 
programme offers three foreign languages: English, French, and German.
3.1.1.5. “Lucian Blaga” University, Sibiu – Faculty of Letters and Arts
The study programme offers English, French, and German both as majors and 
ASMINORSTHESTUDENTSAREREQUIREDTOCHOOSETWOOFTHEM4HEMOSTIMPORTANT
subjects include Linguistics; Translation theory, Anglophone literature and 
cultures, American studies, British cultural studies, Canadian studies, Reception 
of Anglo-American literature in the Romanian culture, Comparative cultural 
studies, Political theory, Translation studies and specialized languages, Cognitive 
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and applied linguistics, Civilization and mass media, The theory of translation 
and interpreting, Informatics, and Database management.
0ETRU-AIOR5NIVERSITYOF4ÈRGU-UREŊn&ACULTYOF3CIENCESAND,ETTERS
The programme is structured around two foreign languages, English as major and 
French as minor. The major subjects included in the programme are linguistics and 
grammar and foreign language competences, language for special purposes and 
terminology, academic writing skills, culture and civilization, language registers 
OFTHEWORKINGLANGUAGESTRANSLATIONSTRATEGIESANDTHEIRADEQUATEAPPLICATION
ORALANDWRITTENMEDIATIONDOCUMENTATIONTECHNIQUESEVENTORGANIZATION.'/S
and the functioning of the civil sector. According to the website, after graduation, 
the graduates may become: event organizers, external referents, translators and 
interpreters, proofreaders, editors, and linguists.
3.1.1.7. North University of Baia Mare – Faculty of Letters
The disciplines of the programme include economic and administrative 
terminology (French, English, and German) as well as an optional pedagogical 
module. Graduates will be licensed in applied modern languages and will become 
specialists in economic and administrative terminology in French, English, and 
German. They will have the possibility to work as specialized translators in the 
mentioned language pairs and, if they graduate teaching seminars, may become 
English / French / German teachers in primary and secondary education.
4IBISCUS5NIVERSITYOF4IMIŊOARA
7HENITlRSTOFFERED"!STUDIES FORAPPLIEDMODERN LANGUAGESANDTRAININGOF
translators and interpreters, it did so at the Faculty of Journalism, Communication 
and Modern Languages, which was founded in 1991 as the Faculty of Journalism 
and Sociology. It has not organized entrance examinations for this specialization 
since 1st of October 2013.
5NIVERSITIES&ACULTIES$EPARTMENTS	ORGANIZING"!STUDIESTO
TRAINTRANSLATORSANDINTERPRETERSUNDERTHENAMEOF4RANSLATION
AND)NTERPRETING3TUDIES
3.1.2.1. “1 Decembrie 1918” University, Alba Iulia – Faculty of History and 
Philology
Unfortunately, there is not much information regarding the programme on the 
OFlCIALWEBSITEOFTHEUNIVERSITYHOWEVERTHESTUDENTSAREOFFERED%NGLISHAND
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&RENCHANDCOURSESINTHElELDOFLINGUISTICSCULTUREANDAPPLIEDINFORMATIONAL
technology.
3.1.2.2. Sapientia Hungarian University of Transylvania – Faculty of Technical 
AND(UMAN3CIENCES4ÈRGU-UREŊ
The BA studies programme of Translation and interpreting studies was founded 
in 2008 and was accredited in November 2014. It is the only programme that offers 
translation and interpreting training in the Hungarian language in Romania. The 
programme is part of the human sciences training branch. There are 50 places 
available, 20 tuition free and 30 with tuition, with three possible combinations: 
English–Hungarian (30 places in total), German–Hungarian (10 places in total), 
and Romanian–Hungarian (10 places in total).
The objective of the specialization is to train professionals who will be able 
to undertake specialized translations and deliver services of interpretation in 
international and multi-language conferences. Students are trained to translate 
from a foreign language (English, German, and Romanian) into Hungarian in an 
APPROPRIATEMANNERGRAMMATICALLYANDSTYLISTICALLYADEQUATETRANSLATIONS	AND
to translate from Hungarian into their working language. It must be observed 
that in this case Romanian is included in the group of foreign languages, and 
Hungarian is considered the native language of the students.
The disciplines taught include the following: Contemporary English Language, 
British and American Culture and Civilization, Contemporary Hungarian 
Language, Hungarian Culture and Civilization, Comparative Linguistics, 
Terminology, Textology, Public Relations and Communication, Translation 
Theory, Theory and Practice of Interpretation (4 semesters).
'RADUATESMAYlNDEMPLOYMENTASFREELANCETRANSLATORSOFlCIALTRANSLATORS
hired in public administration, advisors in PR departments of international 
companies, advisors in advertising companies, employees or free-lance service 
providers to editing companies and publishing houses.
3.2. The only MA programme with Hungarian as a working language
The Sapientia Hungarian University of Transylvania, Faculty of Economic 
and Human Sciences Miercurea Ciuc organizes a Master’s programme with 
international character, its partner institution being the University of Debrecen 
There are 12 tuition free places and 16 with tuition. The programme is called 
Translation and Interpreting, and the languages of training are Hungarian, 
English, and Romanian.
This MA programme is designed to train professionals to develop and 
SUCCESSFULLY APPLY THE KNOWLEDGE ACQUIRED IN THE DOMAIN OF TRANSLATION AND
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INTERPRETINGINTHElELDSOFBUSINESSMEDIATOURISMDIPLOMACYANDINTERNATIONAL
relations, at grant agencies, local governments, institutions, and foundations. A 
very important aim (amongst others) is the development of students’ attitudes 
and intercultural tolerance in order to nurture discrimination-free behaviour; 
to help them easily make correlations between different cultures and languages 
and to study and analyse them. The programme develops the students’ writing 
and presentation skills; it introduces them to the multi-, trans-, and intercultural 
phenomena of liberal arts from the viewpoint of translation studies, enabling 
them to identify and analyse the intercultural relations and to optimize strategies 
of maintaining and expanding these developed relations.
After graduation, the graduates may become: translators and interpreters, 
spokespersons, proofreaders, editors, linguists, event organizers, cultural 
referents, and linguistic consultants. After the completion of an MA programme, 
students can continue their studies in graduate-PhD programmes.
Conclusions
The disciplines taught at these faculties/departments are broadly similar. 
Unfortunately, theory prevails over practice. The translator training process 
needs to focus on the future translators and interpreters, and should do so 
from the moment potential students decide to sit an entrance examination. The 
PROCESSSHOULDCONTINUETODEVELOPANDNURTURETHEREQUIREDQUALITIESTHROUGH
to the beginning of their working lives, as they set up translation agencies or 
SECURE THEIR lRST JOB &URTHERMORE TRAINING SHOULDPLACE SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON
lNDINGANDHOLDINGONTOCLIENTSANDAVOIDINGBASICMISTAKES6ITALPROFESSIONAL
issues of costs, rates, deadlines, time to market, productivity, ethics, standards, 
QUALIlCATIONCERTIlCATIONANDPROFESSIONALRECOGNITIONSHOULDALSOBEDEALTWITH
The developments that have led to ongoing changes in the profession and industry, 
such as CAT-tools, and the impact of industrialization, internationalization, 
and globalization should also be incorporated in the curricula. Language for 
specialized purposes is very often only an optional subject and this should also be 
addressed: without greater focus on LSP, translators/interpreters cannot succeed.
Except for the ones organized by the Sapientia University, none of the above 
presented programmes include Hungarian as a working language, and very few 
of them offer interpreting courses, these being almost exclusively taught at the 
MA level. This means that in very many cases graduates of BA programmes, 
regardless of having attended an applied modern languages or a translation and 
interpreting programme, and who become authorized by the Ministry of Justice, 
HAVESCARCEORNOTRAININGININTERPRETING4HISRESULTSINPROVIDINGAPOORQUALITY
service, and as such undermines the wider recognition of the profession. As we 
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HAVEALREADYMENTIONEDTHEPROFESSIONISNOTVERYWELLDElNEDTRANSLATIONAND
interpreting skills are not differentiated; a lack of prestige can also be observed.
In order to highlight this, we have chosen from the list of Standard Occupational 
#LASSIlCATION THE ONES THAT ARE RECOMMENDED BY THE ABOVE INSTITUTIONS FOR
students graduating as specialists in Translation and Interpreting or in Applied 
-ODERN ,ANGUAGES  /FlCE AND !DMINISTRATIVE 3UPPORT /CCUPATIONS
'ENERALANDKEYBOARDCLERKS'ENERALOFlCECLERKS3ECRETARIESGENERAL	+EYBOARD
operators; 25-4000 Librarians, Curators, and Archivists; 11-2031 Advertising, PR, 
other activities related to communication; 27-3091 Interpreters and Translators: 
Interpret oral or sign language, or translate written text from one language into 
another: Diplomatic Interpreter, Court Interpreter.
We wish to continue our study regarding the social status and professional 
training of Hungarian interpreters and translators in Romania with the help of an 
ONLINESURVEYANDBYINTERVIEWSAIMEDMAINLYATIDENTIFYINGTHEDIFlCULTIESTHEY
face in their profession. The aim is also to gather empirical data to support our 
hypothesis that there is a need to differentiate translators from interpreters in the 
Romanian context as well. Unfortunately, the current situation favours neither 
this nor the specialization of translators and interpreters in different specialized 
languages.
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